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ABSTRACT
Property graphs are a widespread data model for representing
interconnected multi-labeled data enhanced with properties as
key/value pairs. These highly expressive graphs are used in awide
range of domains, such as social and transportation networks,
biological networks, finance, cybersecurity, logistics and plan-
ning, to name a few. Property graphs are the building blocks of
future graph ecosystems, in which OLTP and OLAP processes are
intertwined with complex advanced processes, such as learning,
scientific computing and business intelligence. While property
graphs are currently used in a variety of graph databases, a rather
fragmented landscape emerges in terms of the supported query
and schema languages. In particular, the coverage of schema and
constraints is limited if not completely lacking in these systems.
In this talk, I will present recent advances in terms of schemas
and constraints for property graphs, as part of our work within
the LDBC community groups. I will also focus on graph schema
discovery and constraint satisfaction following these proposals
for property graph schema and constraints. Finally, I will pin-
point future directions of research in this new exciting area of
data management.
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A ROADMAP OF MY TALK
Property graphs are becoming a widely used expressive data
model for encoding interconnected data [6]. They are adopted in
a wide range of domains, such as social and transportation net-
works, biological networks, finance, cybersecurity, logistics and
planning, to name a few. Property graphs are the building blocks
of future graph ecosystems, in which OLTP and OLAP processes
are intertwined with complex advanced processes, such as learn-
ing, scientific computing and business intelligence. [8]. Property
graphs and their key components can be specified without an a
priori schema definition. With a schema-less specification, users
can create arbitrarily new labeled vertices and edges along with
their key-value properties. However, schemas are still useful to
provide a description of the underlying data, as well as a guidance
during data exploration and query evaluation. Schemas are in
this case descriptive and can be extracted from the underlying
data by leveraging schema discovery mechanisms. By opposite,
graph schemas can be defined prior to populating the graph in-
stance, similarly to relational databases. In this case, schemas
are prescriptive and the graph database instance should strictly
comply with the specified graph schema.
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Descriptive and prescriptive schemas are the two ends of a
wide spectrum in which schemas can be an arbitrary mixture of
descriptive and prescriptive elements.
The design of graph schema languages. In the talk, I will
touch upon early work on the design of a Cypher-like property
graph schema language and on the principles behind schema
validation and evolution [7]. I will also discuss a recent proposal
for PG-Schema, a property graph schema language, that adheres
to GQL, the standard query language for property graphs [1].
The design of graph constraints. Database constraints are
fundamental building blocks for data quality, normalization and
dependency theory.

Property graph constraints are in their early days, and I will
discuss our previous work on PG-Keys, property graph key con-
straints [2], as well as our recent work on cardinality constraints
by using a novel class of queries, called threshold queries [3].
Schema discovery from Big Data to Machine Learning.
When the schema is left unspecified, schema inference can be
applied to graph instances in order to extract the schema infor-
mation a posteriori. We have studied methods blending graph
queries for pre-processing and Big Data approaches (namely, Map
Reduce frameworks) in order to discover schema information [7].
An alternative to the above methods, that provides more accurate
inference of schemas and allows to holistically consider both
properties and labels, uses the Gaussian Mixture Model and a
hierarchical clustering algorithms. Variants of schema inference,
for the dynamic and incremental cases have been also considered
[4, 5].
Looking Ahead. At the end of my talk, I will discuss several
open research challenges on the topic of property graph schemas.
Schema are part of the data model abstractions of future Big
graph ecosystems, as in our vision paper [8], and the quest is
certainly not over!
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